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3. PRESENT STATUS OF CALIBRATION SYSTEM AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW ICRU OPERATIONAL

QUANTITIES IN CHINA

( China Institute for Radiation Protection Taiyuan, Shanxi 030006)

Standard Dissemination System
There is a widely use of ionizing radiation in the fields of industry, agriculture,

medical science, energy production etc. The public have gradually been aware of
the detriments of ionizing radiation. In the area of radiation protection and nuclear
safety, the accurate and reliable measurement of the quantities that refer to the
radiation fields or the interaction effects between the radiation fields and the
irradiated materials is the basis for the various radiation protection activities. As we
know, the adequate calibration (calibration standards, calibration facilities,
calibration techniques) and proper use of radiation measuring instruments are the
key step of the measurement. Figl. shows the dissemination systems of radiation
measuring standard in china.
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Figl. Metrological dissemination system of X (gamma)-ray
measuring standard in China

In China, national (primary) standards are maintained by the National
Institute of Metrology. The dissemination for the X(gamma)-ray measuring
standards is based on the exposure or air kerma. The secondary standards (which
includes the standard reference radiation sources, standard reference instruments,
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calibration phantoms and so on )in SSDLs or other main calibration services is
calibrated directly and periodically by the national (primary) standards. ICRU dose
equivalent standards are established by exposure or air kerma multiplying by
conversion coefficients suggested in ICRU Report 47. The calibration procedures
followed by us are consistent with the suggestions of International Standard
Organization.

Calibration Facilities
Fig2. illustrated a gamma ray calibration setup which includes a

multisource container with a conical ring-collimator and an appropriate angular
aperture. For the calibration of dosimeters in the range of 30-300 kev, a series of
filtered narrow or wide spectrum X-ray reference radiations are employed. Fig3.
represents a typical X-ray machine and other relevant facilities for calibration in
most of standard dosimetry laboratories. There are also K-fiuorescence reference
radiations in some laboratories. The reference radiations used for calibration in
most of our standard laboratories include Gamma reference radiation sources and
narrow and wide spectrum series filtered X reference radiations which are
accordance with the ISO-4037. Additionally, there are other reference radiations
such as gamma, beta-ray, neutron produced by other radionuclides, accelerators
and reactors used in various laboratories for the calibration of various kinds of
instrument, respectively. There are also several kinds of phantom used for the
calibration of individual dosimeters in the standard laboratories. They all suggested
by international organizations such as ISO. IAEA- ICRU. WHO. etc. we usually
calibrate the dosimeters by the standard reference instrument method and in some
cases by using the standard reference radiation source method.

Impact of New Operational Quantities
For a long time, we have devoted a great efforts to search the quantities that can

correctly and reasonably describe the detriments which are acquired by the people
in the ionizing radiation fields. We adopted the exposure, air kerma, absorbed dose
and effective dose equivalent for this purpose in the past

Fig2. Diagram of a gamma ray calibration facilities
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Fig3. Diagram of X-ray calibration facilities

Since the issue of ICRU Report 39, the new operational quantities have been
introduced, Ambient dose equivalent and directional dose equivalent for area
monitoring; individual dose equivalent, penetrating and superficial, for individual
monitoring, these quantities are measurable and comparable with dose-equivalent
limits and are considered to represent a good approximation for the radiation
protection purposes. In ICRU Report 47, a simplified concept, personal dose
equivalent instead of individual dose equivalent, penetrating and superficial was
selected for individual monitoring. It is described as " the dose equivalent in soft
tissue below a specified point on the body at an appropriate depth ". In this report,
ICRU also presents a detail discussion on the measurement of dose equivalent and
relevant calibration procedures and various sets of conversion coefficients between
the quantities involved in primary standardization (e.g. exposure, air kerma for
photons ) and the new operational quantities. In recent years, the acceptance and
implementation of the new operational quantities in world range have become the
main purpose of many IAEA's activities. On the other hand, a great deals of paper
concentrate their concerns on the definition, implication, measurement of the new
operational quantities and the related calibration problems. Many people have
developed the various kinds of personal dosimeter and survey meter to fit the need
for the measurement of new operational quantities.

In China, although the new operational quantities have not been adopted by
law as legal metrological quantities and units. But in practically, they have been
accepted by the most workers in radiation protection areas, and gradually by the
users of the radiation measuring instrument The Bureau of Safety Protection &
Health, China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) has conducted several
special meetings for experts to discuss the acceptance and implementation of new
operational quantities. The new operational quantities and their related problems
become a hot-point in many academic meetings in recent years. CIRP has hold
several training courses on regionally and nationally, to help occupational radiation
protection workers to have correct understanding and to follow the proper
calibration procedures in terms of the new operational quantities by the
consultation of specialists. In order to find the weakness and improperly
performance of our dosimetry systems and to improve the calibration techniques,
our SSDLs and some main dosimetry services not only take part in all of the IAEA
/RCA intercomparison activities but also are the organizers or participants in some
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of national intercomparison. In the IAEA/RCA programme, we got satisfactory
results. Nevertheless, there are still some weakness and problems which were found
through the results of intercomparison and are expected to be eliminated in the
future works.

Now, a well developing QA programme is emergence in China, The
concepts of quality assurance in radiation monitoring have been introduced and
some authorities of QA programme have been established. In generally, the new
operational quantities for area monitoring and individual monitoring have been
widely accepted and implemented in China, but there are still some problems
existed in the performance of these quantities, such as the co-exist of different kinds
of quantities and their units, due to the use of various radiation measuring
instruments (some of them were the products of several decades ago). In the most of
our dosimetry services, including SSDLs, the various calibration phantoms which
are closely connected with the new operational quantities, especially with the
personal dose equivalent have been adopted, e.g. water cube, polyethylene slab,
perspex slab, polyethylene sphere, etc. according to their financial and technical
abilities, respectively. In this case, the different sets of the conversion coefficients
which link the primary quantities (exposure, air kerma) and the dose equivalent
have been used in practice. In other word, the lack of consistency in use of phantom
and the conversion coefficients causes another major problem now. In some
standard laboratories, especially on the level of working (practical) standard, there
are great limits on the ranges of dose equivalent-rate and on the ranges of photon
energy.

Conclusion:
There is a reliable metrological dissemination system of X(gamma)-ray

measuring standard in China and the new operational quantities have been accepted
informally by well-trained dosimetric service personnel and will by the all of users
of radiation protection instruments. Meanwhile, there are still some problems in the
design of dosimeter, the performance of standard dessemination and quality
assurance system, these problems will be improved in near future.
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